AWS 948 Delta Hybrid Studio Production Console
The Solid State Logic AWS Truck features an AWS 948 Delta hybrid
studio production console and a collection of SSL I/O and
SuperAnalogueTM outboard processors demonstrating the production
power of Pro Tools and Logic DAW integration in stereo and 5.1 surround.
Digital audio is routed from the DAW to SSL Alpha-Link AD/DA converters via
Dante and SSL's Network I/O MADI-Bridge. The AWS 948’s unique Dual
Path Channel Strip means each channel has a single Mic Amp and two line
level inputs, a new Stereo EQ, and Stereo Insert. This new channel enables
three different operating modes: Stereo Mix, In Line Mix and In Line Tracking. These differing
modes offer a wealth of workflow options that enhance today's versatile production environments.
Channel configuration and Setup is accomplished via the AWS 948 onboard TFT screen and soft
keys, and it is even possible to move or divide the channels processing resources (EQ, Insert etc.) between each of the
dual paths.

Nucleus2 Digital Audio Workstation & Studio Controller
Nucleus2 offers a perfect blend of advanced DAW control,
transparent SuperAnalogueTM monitoring with talkback, SSL
console grade mic pres, pro quality Dante audio interface
and bundled SSL Duende Native plug-ins. There is no
other product available which offers the professional producer
all of these elements, with benchmark audio performance and elegant
ergonomics.
Not only is it unique, but Nucleus2 offers a compact, portable desktop unit that creates a
comfortable, efficient, hands on operating environment for DAW-based Music and Film/TV Post
production. It provides everything needed to record and monitor audio, and to control a DAW quickly
and efficiently without resorting to use of a mouse.
Our Dante-based network includes the SSL Stagebox and allows us to demonstrate the benefits of a Nucleus2
education lab: Multiple student workstations can share audio sources from a single or multiple recording spaces... AND
all the audio is controllable by the instructor, all via Dante.

Also featured on our demonstration truck are the TotalRecallTM-equipped X-Rack modular outboard system and SSL’s unique
Sigma Analogue Mix Engine. Guests can experience the sound clarity of SSL's SuperAnalogue and the accelerated workflow of
our new hybrid technology with Delta-Control.
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